
Age of Reason Text

1. Animal (Plural)

2. Pronoun

3. Verb

4. Adverb

5. Noun

6. Animal

7. Noun

8. Noun - Plural

9. Number

10. Number

11. Number

12. Adverb

13. Verb

14. Adjective

15. Animal

16. Adjective

17. Noun

18. Part Of Body

19. Adjective - Ends In Est

20. Noun

21. Location

22. Verb - Present Tense

23. Noun - Plural
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24. Part Of Body

25. Part Of Body
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By what means, may I ask, do you expect to conquer Animal (plural) ? If Pronoun could not

Verb it in the summer, when our army was less than yours, nor in the winter, Adverb we had

Noun , how are you to do it? In point of Animal you have been outwitted, and in point of

Noun outdone; your advantages turn out to your loss, and show us that it is in our power to ruin you by

Noun - Plural : like a game of drafts, we can move out of one square to let you come in, in order that we

may afterwards take Number or Number for Number ; and as we can Adverb

Verb a double corner for ourselves, we can always prevent a total defeat. You cannot be so

Adjective as not to see that we have Animal to one the advantage of you, because we conquer by

a Adjective game, and Noun lose Part of Body it. Adjective - Ends in EST might have

taught your Noun this knowledge; he has been long a student in the doctrine of chances. I have no other

idea of conquering Location than by Verb - Present Tense the Noun - Plural which defend them

: have you done this, or can you do it? If you have not, it would be civil in you to let your Part of Body

alone for the present; otherwise, you will ruin more Tories by your grace and favor, than you will Whigs by your

Part of Body .
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